2006 tundra dash

Taking the Toyota Tundra dash apart is like a jigsaw puzzle. There are several pieces that go
together to make up the dash. Be careful when pulling apart these pieces because most of them
are attached together using plastic tabs that can be damaged by pulling too hard. Take it one
step at a time. In a few minutes, you can remove the dash of the Toyota Tundra. Remove the
center console by opening the armrest storage and pulling the center console up at the end
closest to the armrest. It might take a little force to release the yellow tabs holding the console
into place. Remove the shift cover by removing the screws at the end of the cover near the
armrest and pulling the cover upward. Make sure the vehicle is in neutral and the parking brake
is set for safety. Pull the dash toward you, starting at the bottom corner to the right of the
steering wheel until the corner comes free, exposing the panel below the climate controls. Pull
off that panel, being careful not to damage any of the wiring behind it. Remove the control panel
by pulling it toward you, starting at the bottom left corner. Remove the four bolts holding the
stereo in place using a 10 mm socket. Pull the stereo toward you. Again, be careful not to
damage any of the wiring coming from the stereo. Allen Coleman has been writing since He got
his start with "Oregon Insider Sports" covering college athletics. He is currently on the radio in
Portland, Oregon and writing his own scripts. Step 1 Unscrew the shifter knob by turning it
counterclockwise and remove it. Step 2 Pull out the ashtray and then remove the center cover.
Step 3 Remove the cup holders by pulling them upward. Step 4 Remove the center console by
opening the armrest storage and pulling the center console up at the end closest to the armrest.
Step 5 Remove the shift cover by removing the screws at the end of the cover near the armrest
and pulling the cover upward. Step 6 Pull the dash toward you, starting at the bottom corner to
the right of the steering wheel until the corner comes free, exposing the panel below the climate
controls. Step 7 Remove the control panel by pulling it toward you, starting at the bottom left
corner. References Tacotunes: How to install stereo in Toyota Tundra. Discussion in ' 1st Gen
Tundras ' started by new1stgen , Dec 9, Log in or Sign up. Toyota Tundra Forum. Welcome to
Tundras. You are currently viewing as a guest! To get full-access, you need to register for a
FREE account. Quick Links: Should I service trans on 05? And dangers of universal green
antifreeze? Instrument panel and dash lights? Post Reply. I can't for the life of me find anything
on it anywhere I've looked. Welcome from NC! Someone should chime in with the information
you need. Blueknights75 , Dec 9, Professional Hand Model , Dec 9, Going from memory I believe
the clusters are LED already and the easiest way to change the color is to wet sand of the color
from the back of the cluster. Changing color requires soldering new chips in. Festerw , Dec 9,
Tundra2 likes this. I've got cool white in mine, it ends up being a nice bright white color behind
the hvac controls. Professional Hand Model likes this. It is chilly out there! Just took a pic of my
panel that was done last week. No way to change the radio color from green? Here is the
instrument cluster POST removal of green rubbers on main bulbs. This pic makes it look whiter.
NewImprovedRon likes this. Regardless, I atleast need to replace the missing bulb Took one of
the large bulbs to the auto store and the tech there had no idea what size it was The bulbs twist
out of the panel base, then once removed the bulb pulls out of the bulb base. The small bulbs
are a T-5 in LED. Professional Hand Model , Dec 12, NewImprovedRon and bmf like this.
Tundra2 , Apr 9, Tundra2 , Apr 10, Whats up Tundra2? You alright bud? Professional Hand
Model , Apr 10, I changed the lights in my dash guage cluster, my temp controls,my turn signal
lights and my ignition ring all to red led bulbs 2 months ago. It's not difficult and really makes
the dash look good at night. It took me about 2 hours to change everything. While I had the
guage cluster out , I removed the air bag bulb,seat belt bulb and the cel bulb. Now I don't have
any annoying lights on. I removed the cats 12 yrs ago and the cel wouldn't go off. Cat delete
worked out great! Toyota dealership said if I removed them that it would never start again. I
have stainless steel shorty racing headers and true dual exhaust going down the passenger
side and out the rear side. Everyone loves the sound! I have had it that way for over 10 years.
No problems! Here are some pics of the led dash lights. Amasailor30 likes this. I is a small led
bulb that light the ignition ring. Last edited: Apr 12, Tundra2 , Apr 11, Acatlin96 and Professional
Hand Model like this. Professional Hand Model , Apr 11, That is the one I haven't done either! I
get time I will change it and let you know. I broke the right hand clip that holds the bezel on, but
I think it will be okay without one clip. You have to forgive the awkward camera angles as my
rear camera does not focus correctly, so I took these with selfie camera. I replaced s with led
cool white before I did any research on small bulb sizes. I removed the 74 bulb, but had nothing
to replace it with. Now I am going back to finish the job. Tundra2 , Apr 12, Looks like your
almost there. I used to be a team leader at a company in tazewell tn. That's been about 8 yrs.
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